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Abstract  Migrants may be exposed to health risks before, during and after leaving their countries of origin. Unfortunately, knowledge about the health status of migrants is often limited because they are often excluded from surveys. This paper extends the susceptible-exposed-infective-removed model to handle the assumption of homogeneous mixing, the incorporation of migration and the induced death rates of the disease in modelling the spread of HIV/AIDS. These extensions demonstrate that the impact of migration on HIV persistency is critical when attempting to predict where and how fast the disease will propagate. The spectral analysis of a time series was used to determine the frequency at which the disease is spread and its equilibrium levels. The results indicate that with the persistent flow of migration into a country, the disease status changes from epidemic to endemic. If the direct flow of migration into the population is restricted, the persistent spread of the disease can be minimised.
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1. Introduction

The human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) infection, which leads to acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS), has become a problematic infectious disease in both the developed and developing countries. AIDS is one of the most serious and deadly diseases in human history and is caused by the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) [1]. In many African countries, AIDS is already a major cause of death [2, 3], and it is predicted by experts that it will soon become so in Asian countries having larger scale populations [4]. It is well known that the HIV virus has a long incubation and infectious period. It is now known that migration plays a vital role in disease studies [5, 6, 7, 9]. There is a growing need to model the effects of environmental factors, including migration patterns, on the spread of AIDS to gain an increased understanding of how AIDS spreads [11, 8]. Therefore, possible ways to combat that spread, not just through drugs but also through enhanced environmental control, can be proposed. Such models can lead to novel hypotheses and predictions that can be grounded in the data available to health organisations responsible for modelling or controlling the spread of AIDS. For example, recent events in Ghana indicate that there is an increase in immigration issues in the country that could pose a high risk of spread of disease [12]. According to the Ghana Immigration Service (GIS) more people migrated into Ghana than from Ghana in the period from 2000 to 2006 [13]. In 2012, the major inflow of asylum of refugees alone was 9,140 thousand people in Ghana [14]. For the past decades, the migration of health experts from Ghana has been a cause for concern. This concern has become so important that the effect of migration flow on the spread of HIV modelling is being considered. The motivation of this paper is to investigate how migration has affected the spread of HIV. This is because it has become one of the attributes that contribute to the feared and devastating diseases which considerably
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affected the human population. It is important to mention that to our best of knowledge this research work is different from some the previous work. The novelty of our study is that we shall deal with mathematical models have ever been done before in Ghana on migration and HIV with mathematical modelling. That notwithstanding, this study assessed the effect of migration on the spread of HIV in Ghana. In addition, the objective of this paper is to demonstrate how the impact of the external net migration of people on the persistent spread of HIV in Ghana. The empirical results of the persistent external migration are compared to the results without the flow of external migration from the country. Spectral analysis is used to determine the rate at which the HIV spreads with the flow of external migration.

2. Mathematical Model

We used compartmental models to understand the effects of persistent external migration of the spread and the control of HIV in Ghana. We initially made an assumption of homogeneous mixing among the entire high risk population for simplicity. We then formulated a nonlinear mathematical model to describe the impact of persistent immigration on the spread of HIV. We used these formulated models to comprehensively understand the HIV epidemic in Ghana and to explore policy related questions, including an investigation of the impact of migration on HIV persistency and HIV prevention interventions in different provinces in Ghana. It is assumed that susceptible become infected via sexual contacts and that all of the infectives eventually developed AIDS.

The four compartment $S I_1 I_2 A$ model adopted here is specified as follows, with migration flows of $M_1, M_2, M_3$ and $M_4$ to all of the four compartments. Let $S$ be the number of susceptible individuals in the population, $I_1$ represent the number of susceptible individuals who become exposed (infected but infectious), $I_2$ denote the number infected in the population, and $A$ denote the number of individuals having AIDS. The size of the individual population is therefore given by $N = S + I_1 + I_2 + A$. The disease occurs with equal probability across all age groups and, therefore, the incidence of natural death is constant across all compartments of the disease in individuals. In 2009, [9] formulated the spread of the AIDS epidemic with immigration of HIV infectives. There is a constant flow of immigration of susceptible individuals and individuals of the HIV class. Unlike the model from [9], in our model, the migrating individuals move into all of the four compartmental stages. For example, we include the novel feature of new born cases of infected individuals $b(I_1 + I_2 + A)$, for which we assume that $I_1, I_2$ and $A$ are sexual active, and $b\delta (I_1 + I_2 + A)$ are individuals who are infected and enter the exposed but
From the total population size, we have $N$ be determined by $E$ information. All feasible solution of the system enters the region $T = 1$. Individuals die at a rate $\mu$ as a result of the disease. $\beta_1$, $\beta_2$ and $\beta_3$ are the contact rates of susceptible with exposed, HIV and AIDS individuals, respectively, as indicated by the dotted lines shown in Figure 1.

With these assumptions regarding the dynamics of the individual populations and based on the Law of Mass Action are described by the following set of nonlinear differential equations:

$$
S' = M_1 + bS + (1 - \delta)b(I_1 + I_2 + A) - \beta_1 SI_1 - \beta_2 SI_2 - \beta_3 SI_3 - \mu S
$$

$$
I_1' = M_2 + b\delta(I_1 + I_2 + A) + \beta_1 SI_1 + \beta_2 SI_2 + \beta_3 SI_3 - (\alpha + \mu + \varepsilon)I_1
$$

$$
I_2' = M_3 + \alpha I_1 - (\rho + \mu + \gamma)I_2
$$

$$
A' = M_4 + \rho I_2 - (\mu + \sigma)A,
$$

where $M_T = M_1 + M_2 + M_3 + M_4$, and $M_i (i = 1, 2, 3, 4)$ are the migrating individuals in the classes of susceptible, exposed (but infectious), HIV and AIDS, respectively. $\varepsilon, \gamma$ and $\alpha$ are the disease-induced death rates of the exposed-but-infectious, HIV-infected and AIDS-suffering individuals, respectively. The total population size can be determined by $N = S + I_1 + I_2 + A$ or from the differential equation $N' = M_T + bN + \varepsilon I_1 - \gamma I_2 - \sigma A$.

From the total population size, we have

$$
N' = M_T + bN + \varepsilon I_1 - \gamma I_2 - \sigma A
$$

$$
< M_T + bN + \varepsilon I_1 - \gamma I_2 - \sigma A
$$

By solving the second line of (2), we obtain:

$$
0 \leq N \leq \frac{M_T}{\mu - b} + N(0)e^{-(b + \mu)t},
$$

where $N(0)$ represents the initial values of respective variables. Then, $0 \leq N \leq \frac{M_T}{\mu - b}$ as $t \to \infty$. Hence, $\frac{M_T}{\mu - b}$ is an upper bound of $N$, provided that $N(0) \leq \frac{M_T}{\mu - b}$. If $0 \leq N(0) > \frac{M_T}{\mu - b}$, then $N(t)$ will decrease to this level. Therefore, all feasible solution of the system enters the region $\Psi = \{(S, I_1, I_2, A) \in \mathbb{R}^4_+ : N \leq \frac{M_T}{\mu - b}\}$. See [9, 16] for more information.

### 3. Equilibrium and stability analysis

In this section, we analyse the existence and stability of the equilibrium points of the model system (1). It is important to determine whether the disease is epidemic or endemic; to determine this, the equilibrium point of the disease model where there is disease free equilibrium must be determined.

#### 3.1. Equilibrium of the model

The model system (1) does not exhibit a disease free equilibrium due to the direct inflow of migrations at all four stages. However, one non-negative equilibrium point of the model (1) exists. This endemic equilibrium $E^* = (N^*, I_1^*, I_2^*, A^*)$ exists when HIV infection persists in the population, i.e. $I_1 \neq 0$, where $N^*, I_1^*, I_2^*$ and $A^*$ are the positive solutions for the following algebraic equations:

$$
M_T + bN + \varepsilon I_1 - \gamma I_2 - \sigma A = 0
$$

$$
M_2 + b\delta(I_1 + I_2 + A) + \beta_1(N - I_1 - I_2 - A)I_1 + \beta_2(N - I_1 - I_2 - A)I_2 + \beta_3(N - I_1 - I_2 - A)I_3 - (\alpha + \mu + \varepsilon)I_1 = 0
$$

$$
M_3 + \alpha I_1 - (\rho + \mu + \gamma)I_2 = 0
$$

$$
M_4 + \rho I_2 - (\mu + \sigma)A = 0,
$$

which are all positive when $N < \frac{M_T}{\mu - b}$. By solving (4) simultaneously, we obtain:

$$
I_1 = \frac{\rho + \mu + \gamma}{\alpha} \left[ \frac{\alpha(\mu + \sigma)(M_T + bN - \mu N) + \varepsilon(\mu + \sigma)M_3 - \sigma \alpha M_4}{\varepsilon(\mu + \sigma)(\rho + \mu + \gamma) + \gamma \alpha(\mu + \sigma) + \alpha \sigma \rho} \right] - \frac{M_3}{\alpha}
$$

$$
I_2 = \frac{\alpha(\mu + \sigma)(M_T + bN - \mu N) + \varepsilon(\mu + \sigma)M_3 - \sigma \alpha M_4}{\varepsilon(\mu + \sigma)(\rho + \mu + \gamma) + \gamma \alpha(\mu + \sigma) + \alpha \sigma \rho}
$$

$$
A = \frac{\rho + \mu + \gamma}{\mu + \sigma} \left[ \frac{\alpha(\mu + \sigma)(M_T + bN - \mu N) + \varepsilon(\mu + \sigma)M_3 - \sigma \alpha M_4}{\varepsilon(\mu + \sigma)(\rho + \mu + \gamma) + \gamma \alpha(\mu + \sigma) + \alpha \sigma \rho} \right]
$$

From the second line of (4), the existence of $E^*$ is shown below

$$
F(N) = M_2 + b\delta(I_1 + I_2 + A) + \beta_1(N - I_1 - I_2 - A)I_1 + \beta_2(N - I_1 - I_2 - A)I_2
$$

$$+ \beta_3(N - I_1 - I_2 - A)I_3 - (\alpha + \mu + \varepsilon)I_1
$$

From (5), $N$ has a positive root interval between 0 and $\frac{M_T}{\mu - b}$. When $N = 0$, (5) becomes:

$$
F(0) = M_2 + b\delta(I_1 + I_2 + A) - \beta_1(I_1 + I_2 + A)I_1 - \beta_2(I_1 + I_2 + A)I_2
$$

$$- \beta_3(I_1 + I_2 + A)A - (\alpha + \mu + \varepsilon)I_1,
$$

and when $N = \frac{M_T}{\mu - b}$ we have

$$
F \left( \frac{M_T}{\mu - b} \right) = M_2 + b\delta(I_1 + I_2 + A) + \beta_1 \left( \frac{M_T}{\mu - b} - I_1 - I_2 - A \right)I_1 + \beta_2 \left( \frac{M_T}{\mu - b} - I_1 - I_2 - A \right)I_2
$$

$$+ \beta_3 \left( \frac{M_T}{\mu - b} - I_1 - I_2 - A \right)A - (\alpha + \mu + \varepsilon)I_1.
$$

Thus,

$$
F'(N) = \beta_1 I_1 + \beta_2 I_2 + \beta_3 A.
$$

**3.2. Local stability of the equilibrium point**

The stability of the endemic equilibrium is determined using the eigenvalues of the characteristic equation of the corresponding Jacobian matrix, $\mathbb{J}(N^*, I_1^*, I_2^*, A^*) = \mathbb{J}(E^*)$, which is given by:

$$
\mathbb{J}(E^*) = \begin{pmatrix}
 n_1 & -\varepsilon & -\gamma & -\sigma \\
 b\delta & n_2 & \beta_2 S & \beta_3 S \\
 0 & \alpha & -n_3 & 0 \\
 0 & 0 & \rho & -n_4
\end{pmatrix},
$$

where $n_1 = \mu - \mu$, $n_2 = \beta_1 S$, $n_3 = -(\rho + \mu + \sigma)$ and $n_4 = -\mu + \sigma$. The characteristic equation corresponding to $\mathbb{J}(E^*)$, is given by

$$
f(\lambda) = \lambda^4 + a_1 \lambda^3 + a_2 \lambda^2 + a_3 \lambda + a_4 = 0.
$$

$$
a_1 = n_3 + n_4 - n_1 - n_2,
$$

$$
a_2 = \varepsilon b\delta - \alpha \beta_2 S + n_1 n_2 - n_1 n_3 - n_1 n_4 - n_2 n_4 + n_3 n_4,
$$

$$
a_3 = \alpha \beta_2 n_1 S - \alpha \beta_2 n_4 S + \alpha b\delta S - \alpha \beta_3 S + \varepsilon b\delta n_1 n_2 n_3 + n_1 n_2 n_3 + n_1 n_2 n_4 + n_1 n_3 n_4 - n_2 n_3 n_4,
$$

$$
a_4 = \alpha \delta n_4 \gamma + \alpha \delta \rho \gamma + \alpha \delta n_1 \rho S + \alpha \beta_2 n_1 \rho S + \alpha \beta_2 n_2 n_4 \rho S + \varepsilon b\delta n_1 + n_1 n_2 n_3 n_4.
$$

Because (10) is a polynomial of degree four [27, 16], from the Routh-Hurwitz Theorem, the endemic equilibrium will be stable if \( a_1 > 0, a_2 > 0, a_3 > 0 \), and \( a_1a_2a_3 > a_5^2 + a_4 \). From this condition of stability, we have

\[
\begin{align*}
a_1 & : (n_3 + n_4 > n_1 + n_2), \\
a_2 & : (eb\delta - \alpha\beta_2S + n_1n_2 - n_1n_3 - n_1n_4 - n_2n_4 + n_3n_4), \\
a_3 & : (\alpha\beta_2n_1S + ab\delta\gamma + eb\delta n_4 + n_1n_2n_3 + n_1n_2n_4 + \alpha\beta_3n_4S + n_1n_3n_4 + n_2n_3n_4), \\
a_4 & : (ab\delta n_4\gamma + ab\delta\rho\gamma + \alpha\beta_3n_1\rho S + \alpha\beta_2n_1\rho S + \alpha\beta_2n_1n_4\rho S + eb\delta n_4 + n_1n_2n_3n_4 > 0),
\end{align*}
\]

which indicates that the endemic equilibrium is stable.

To determine whether the disease continues to spread, we must find the stability of the disease free equilibrium point. The reproduction number \( R_0 \) is the expected number of secondary cases produced by a single infection in a completely susceptible population [15]. We have already observed that the disease cannot persist if \( R_0 < 1 \). The condition \( R_0 < 1 \) corresponds to the local as well as the global stability of the disease free equilibrium. Thus, the disease will not continue to spread if \( R_0 < 1 \). To determine whether the disease will continue to spread, we must study the dynamics for \( R_0 > 1 \). If the disease persists in the system \( (R_0 > 1) \), then either the system will be stable around the interior equilibrium or there may exist a periodic attractor. Using the notations by van den Driessche and Watmough [18], \( F_i(x) \) is the rate of appearance of new infections in compartment \( i \), and \( V_i(x) \) represents the rate of infections from one compartment to another; the corresponding Jacobian matrices for \( F_i \) and \( V_i \) are given by

\[
F = \begin{pmatrix}
  b\delta + \beta_1 & b\delta + \beta_2 & b\delta + \beta_3 \\
  0 & 0 & 0 \\
  0 & 0 & 0
\end{pmatrix},
\]

\[
V = \begin{pmatrix}
  \alpha + \mu + \varepsilon & 0 & 0 \\
  0 & \rho + \mu + \gamma & 0 \\
  0 & 0 & \mu + \sigma
\end{pmatrix},
\]

The next generation matrix \( FV^{-1} \), where \( F \) is non-negative and \( V \) is a non-singular matrix is given by

\[
FV^{-1} = \begin{pmatrix}
  \frac{b\delta + \beta_1}{\alpha + \mu + \varepsilon} & \frac{b\delta + \beta_2}{\rho + \mu + \gamma} & \frac{b\delta + \beta_3}{\mu + \sigma} \\
  0 & 0 & 0 \\
  0 & 0 & 0
\end{pmatrix},
\]

The basic reproduction number \( R_0 \) that describes endemic persistence of the disease is the spectral radius of \( FV^{-1} \). Hence, at disease free equilibrium,

\[
R_0 = \frac{b\delta + \beta_1}{\alpha + \mu + \varepsilon}.
\]

### 3.3. Without Immigration

In a situation where there is no migration, we have \( M_T = 0 \) and (4) correspond to (15).

\[
\begin{align*}
  bN + \varepsilon I_1 - \gamma I_2 - \sigma A & = 0 \\
  b\delta(I_1 + I_2 + A) + \beta_1(N - I_1 - I_2 - A)I_1 + \beta_2(N - I_1 - I_2 - A)I_2 \\
  + \beta_3(N - I_1 - I_2 - A)I_3 - (\alpha + \mu + \varepsilon)I_1 & = 0 \\
  \alpha I_1 - (\rho + \mu + \gamma)I_2 & = 0 \\
  \rho I_2 - (\mu + \sigma)A & = 0,
\end{align*}
\]
From the third and fourth line of (15), we have

\[ I_1 = \frac{(\rho + \mu + \gamma)I_2}{\alpha}, \tag{16} \]

\[ A = \frac{\rho I_2}{\mu + \gamma}. \tag{17} \]

For disease free \( E^*(N, 0, 0, 0) \), from second line of (15), we obtain

\[ S^0 = \frac{bN(1 - \delta)}{\mu - b\delta}. \tag{18} \]

We define the reproduction number \([9, 15, 18, 21, 16, 17]\) from (18) as

\[ R_{01} = \frac{\mu - b\delta}{bN(1 - \delta)}. \tag{19} \]

The total population is \( S^0 + I_1^0 + I_2^0 + A^0 = N \) with all positive values, where

\[ I_1^0 = \frac{(\rho + \mu + \gamma)(\mu + \sigma)(R_{01}N - 1)}{R_{01}[(\mu + \sigma)(\rho + \mu + \gamma) + \alpha(\mu + \sigma + \rho)]}, \]

\[ I_2^0 = \frac{\alpha(\mu + \sigma)(R_{01}N - 1)}{R_{01}[(\mu + \sigma)(\rho + \mu + \gamma) + \alpha(\mu + \sigma + \rho)]}, \tag{20} \]

\[ A^0 = \frac{\rho \alpha(\mu + \sigma)(R_{01}N - 1)}{R_{01}[(\mu + \sigma)(\rho + \mu + \gamma) + \alpha(\mu + \sigma + \rho)]}. \]

4. Experimental and results analysis

We will use prevalence rate of HIV/AIDS by dividing the total number of cases of a disease existing in a population by the total population. The prevalence rate of adults among the population with HIV and AIDS is between 15 to 49 percent, according to UNAIDS/WHO [22]. The \( S_1I_2A \) model considers only adults in the population compartments. The UN population reported in 1990, there were 15.190 million individuals in Ghana and the adult population, i.e., ages 15 to 64 years [23], was 53%; this corresponds to 8,050,700 individuals for the starting susceptible and HIV, class for that year. During that time, the adult prevalence rate was approximately 0.2% [23], which corresponds to 16,101.4 individuals for the starting infected \( I_2(0) \) compartment. Thus, there are 8,034,599 individuals in the susceptible \( S(0) \) class (similar method was by [24]).

Based on the above information, the following sets of initial conditions are established, as presented in the Table 1 and Table 2. A spectral analysis is used to ascertain the differences observed in the various stages of the spread of the disease. This time series procedure is suitable to determine the peak of the disease when the distributions are frequency dependent. However, given that analysed is distributed, the spectral analysis is the time series of choice. Appropriately, a plot of the variance versus frequency is used to determine the speed at which the disease spreads; this analysis is also called the periodogram analysis. By using \( 1/\text{frequency} \), the rate at which the disease spreads is estimated. We solve the set of differential equations using the odessolve package in R-project [30].

The values in Table 2 were based on an assumption. We assumed that individuals in the exposed (but infectious) stage will be more sexually active as compare to those in the HIV and AIDS stages \( \beta_1 > \beta_2 > \beta_3 \). The assumption is based on the following reasons: individuals at the exposed (but infectious) stage are more sexual active because when people become infected with HIV, the people do not develop symptoms of AIDS for 10 to 12 years. We assumed that \( \varepsilon \) out 0.5% of people who are exposed (but infectious) will die due to the disease.
Table 1. Model parameters definitions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$M_n, n = 1,\ldots, 4$</td>
<td>Migration rate</td>
<td>0.00223 [13]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mu$</td>
<td>Natural death rate</td>
<td>0.00783 [25]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$b$</td>
<td>Natural birth rate</td>
<td>0.0321 [5, 26]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha$</td>
<td>Rate of movement from $I_1$ &amp; $I_2$</td>
<td>0.15 [26]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\rho$</td>
<td>Rate of movement from $I_2$ &amp; $A$</td>
<td>0.018 [26]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\gamma$ &amp; $\sigma$</td>
<td>Disease-induced death rates of $I_2$ &amp; $A$</td>
<td>0.0007563 [29]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Model parameters definitions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Assumed values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_1$</td>
<td>Contact rate between $S$ and $I_1$</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_2$</td>
<td>Contact rate between $I_1$ and $I_2$</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_3$</td>
<td>Contact rate between $I_2$ and $A$</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\delta$</td>
<td>Fraction of $S$ not infected</td>
<td>0.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\varepsilon$</td>
<td>Disease-induced death rates of $I_1$</td>
<td>0.005</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results of a numerical simulation based on literature sources and assumptions are shown in Figures 2 - 11. Figure 2 shows the distribution of susceptible population with time during the flow of external migration, while Figure 3 shows the results when there was no flow of migration into the susceptible stage.

The constant flow of migration into the susceptible population, the new born cases of infected individuals entered to the exposed (but infectious) population. The susceptible population first increases with an increase in time and reaches an equilibrium peak. There is a sharp decrease in the population of the susceptible population. For example, in Figure 2, with migration, there are 117548, 990975 and 931088 people at 20, 60 and 100 years, respectively, while without migration, at the same periods of 20, 60 and 100 years are 7.256753 million, 119714 and 90173 people, respectively, in Figure 3. Thus, the number of susceptible individuals decreases significantly as the prevalence continues to increase. The disease still continues to remain endemic in
the population at a high prevalence because the infected individuals continue to infect more susceptible individuals.

Figure 4 depicts the distribution of the exposed (but infectious) population with time including the flow of external migration, while Figure 5 shows the distribution with no flow of migration into the exposed (but infectious) stage.

In Figure 4, a constant increase in the exposed population was calculated between year 20 and year 100, corresponding to 280006 and 1.141756 million people exposed, respectively. In Figure 5, there is increase in the period from 20 years to 50 years up to the peak of those who were exposed but infectious at 98816, followed by a decrease to 66045 people at 80 years. Thus, the infected new-born children enter directly into increase of the exposed (but infectious) population. However, the new born children can be controlled by preventive measures, such as promoting the use of condoms to minimise the spread of the disease.

Figure 6 depicts the distribution of the population with HIV disease with time with the flow of external migration, while Figure 7 shows the case with no flow of migration into the population in the HIV stage.

With the constant flow of migration, the HIV population constantly increased throughout period of the simulation. For example, in Figure 6, with migration flow, at 20 years and 100 years, the HIV population is 818524 and 4.884736 million people, respectively, whereas in Figure 7, for the case with no migration flow, at 20 years and 100 years, the HIV population is 49209 thousand and 364229 thousand people, respectively. To minimise the spread of HIV, the movement rate of $\alpha$ must be increased to reduce the number of infected individuals who will move into the AIDS population. Thus, the movement rate of is the major contributing factor of the spread of the disease.

Figure 8 depicts the distribution of the population with the AIDS disease with time including the flow of external migration, while Figure 9 considers the case with no flow of migration into the AIDS stage.

In Figure 8, a constant increase in the population with AIDS is simulated between 20 years and 100 years, corresponding to 552228 and 4.669207 million AIDS patients, respectively. In Figure 9, there is slight increase from 20 years to 40 years, followed by a sharp increase to 100 years, with the number of AIDS patients of 9879, 39109 and 285813 people at years 20, 40, and 100, respectively. To minimise the spread of AIDS, the movement rate of $\rho$ and $\sigma$ must be increased to reduce the number of infected individuals who will transfer into the AIDS stage.

population. Thus, the movement rate of $\alpha$ and $\sigma$ are the major contributing factor of the increase of the AIDS population.

Figure 10 depicts the significance of each frequency, as measured by the spectral amplitude. The periodogram analysis of the disease shows how the rate at which the disease spreads depends on the persistent flow of migration. The contour plot (Figure 11) shows that there is widespread HIV affecting many persons at 2 years intervals and that the spread from person to person is periodic.
5. Conclusion

In this paper, we modelled the impact of the persistent flow of migration on the population with HIV. We assumed that there were sexual interactions between the susceptible and HIV population and that the infected new-born babies were moved directly to the acute stage to increase the growth of the exposed (but infectious) population. It is also assumed that people in the exposed (but infectious), HIV and AIDS classes in decreasing order are capable of giving birth. If $R_0 > 1$, then an epidemic of AIDS occurs, and if $R_0 < 1$, then the disease becomes endemic. From the analysis of the model, the reproduction number is used to determine whether the disease is epidemic or endemic. We found that $R_{01} = 2.9795 \times 10^{-5}$ for the case without the flow of migration, which indicates the disease is endemic, while for the case with the persistent flow of migration into the country, the HIV disease has become epidemic, with $R_0 = 5.53287$. Which is not a good indicator of the public health sector. This is because in case of any infectious disease, there is the need to either eradicate or maintain a stable stage of the disease. Figures 2-5 and 7 show the populations of the respective individuals at their equilibrium levels. The rate of speed at which the disease was spread with the flow of constant migration into the four compartmental stages was found to be 1403 seconds (Figure 10). The simulation results indicated that by controlling the migration flow into the population stages (Figures 5, 7 and 9), the spread of the disease can be minimised significantly. To reduce the spread of the disease, the flow of migration can be restricted. Periodically, every 2 years, the flow of migration can be investigated because the spread of disease is at its peak stage. Further study is necessary to obtain realistic parameter values. Having those challenges in mind, these results require further investigation before being used as a guide for early treatment of infected individuals, but the results do suggest an emphasis on prevention policies that reduce migration policy.
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